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I was really disappointed that I couldn’t
attend the Gaylord conference this year. I have yet
been to a conference since taking over the
editorship of our newsletter - two years ago now and wanted to personally thank those who have
contributed so much to each issue.
You never usually know how you are putting
on the pages of the members’ newsletter is being
received by that readership. You try different things,
keeping it simple, not overly ornate in layouts, yet
alway appealing to the common eye.
I tried a crossword puzzle last issue, just to
lighten things up a bit and provide a modest mental
exercise for those who enjoy such word games. I
wasn’t sure how it was received so asked Mark what
he thought about running it again. Bottom line, no
comments either way, so no news is good new and
a crossword puzzle wraps up the October issue as
well.
Thank you those who submitted stories and
photos and don’t hesitate to share your two-cents
worth about anything within these pages.
And, too, make sure you read up on the
bylaw changes being proposed. You can read them
in the October 7th issue of BETWEEN.
Have a wonderful autumn and good
hunting, fishing and everything else you are able to
enjoy in these great outdoors.
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“We don’t quit…”

s I’m writing this, I’m sitting in the living area of a cozy log cabin tucked into the western shore of
St. Paul’s Pond, a stone’s throw from Newfoundland’s scenic Gros Morne National Park. I wasn’t
sure I’d be able to get this message written because when Horizons’ editor Tom Watson reminded
me something was due, I was still hunting 12 hours a day, hoping to tag a mature bull moose, a feat
that has eluded me for several such hunts.
Something always seemed to intervene on my way to grasping those coveted, palmed antlers – illness,
ineptness, weather. After each failed attempt, it was tempting to say, “Well, it’s just not in the cards for me. I
give up.”
But I didn’t give up and kept plugging, and at 3:30 p.m. on Oct. 6, I knelt on a windy afternoon in the
spongy moss of a Newfoundland bog, laying hands on an incredible bull moose that was recently blinded in
one eye from fighting. I gave thanks for this animal and for whatever it is inside of me that isn’t keen on ever
giving up.
We in the outdoor communications world have typically seen many occasions when simply giving up
would have seemed the easiest, indeed, most logical route. I recall my first rejection slips from big-name magazines I queried when starting out. After enough editors said, Thanks, but…” I could have said, “Oh well, I
tried.” But I didn’t and, instead, began applying for and joining professional associations of outdoor communicators, thankfully sponsored by members who understood and were willing to help stoke this this fire I had.
Today, in AGLOW, we have many members who can surely recall a path similar to mine. We can look
at new members, the emerging faces of outdoor communications and, hopefully, recognize a familiar yearning,
a desire to be one of the fortunate ones who get to help share the outdoor message with a broader sphere of
kindred souls. Importantly, we sometimes count among our readers and viewers people who may not yet understand or fully appreciate the depth of our passions and the commitment of those like us to sustain, conserve and
nurture wild places and creatures. In that regard, our communications always need to be a “best foot forward”
proposition.
Our recent, successful conference in Gaylord, Michigan, was emblematic of the “We don’t quit” outlook of our members. Our hosts, our sponsors, our supporting guides and outfitters, and many more helped
make this a showcase event in a year when many other events were again being cancelled or postponed. Thanks
for showing up!
Speaking of showing up, AGLOW needs active, engaged members who want to lead or be part of the
committees that are so vital to the association’s work. If you may be interested, please talk with me or Mark
Smith. We also have an important vote underway on recommended modifications to our bylaws; changes that
will help drive us forward, improve our business operations and grow our membership. I hope you vote for the
modifications.
Finally, thanks again for all you do for your families, your communities and our nation. Never underestimate that something you write or produce might change a person’s perspective, or even their life’s trajectory.
Thanks, and we’ll see you in the woods or on the water. Respectfully Yours, Ken Perrotte
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“…plenty to be thankful for.”

H

ere we are mid-October and the 65th Annual Conference is in the books and I have plenty to be
thankful for. The issues surrounding the pandemic panic certainly added a level of complexity to
the planning process that I truly hope never happens again. I must start by saying that the folks
at Treetops Resort remained very flexible and understanding realizing that we were all treading on
new ground finding our way through the process. I was so happy when opening day of the conference
finally arrived and we had over 125 registered to attend. Of those registered, there was a nice mix of Media, Corporate, Tourism and Conservation members.!
Paul and Christy at the Gaylord CVB did a wonderful job of putting together excursions during
the week that included river rafting, fly fishing for brook trout, drift boat fishing, lake trout and salmon
fishing on Lake Michigan and Lake Huron, and numerous other fishing trips to area lakes for a grab bag of
diﬀerent species of fish. They even teamed up with the folks at Angler Qwest and Polar Kraft boats to
get folks out on the water. Nick Green, Editor of Michigan Out-of-Doors Magazine, also did a wonderful
job of spearheading woodcock and grouse hunting trips during the week.!
Once again our corporate sponsors stepped up to make it all possible. Some were long-time conference sponsors that have been there for us for several years, some were brand new to AGLOW, all
showed their unwavering support of our organization. We also had the pleasure to meet five of the six
Toyota Scholarship recipients and what a wonderful group of young, intelligent, and highly motivated
outdoor communicators. If they represent the face of the future of outdoor communications, we are in
excellent hands.!
We had a record number of AIC entries this year and thanks to Chris Sebastian for his work as
AIC Chair for 2021, thank to him the awards went oﬀ without a hitch. There were many new faces coming up to accept their awards, which also speaks volumes to our future as an organization and for the industry as a whole. !
In conclusion, it truly was special watching AGLOW members, old and new, smiling, laughing,
shaking hands, hugging and socializing all making an attempt to return to normalcy. The meals, cocktail
hours and campfires were once again truly appropriate platforms to get our AGLOW family back together. Thank you to everyone who attended, participated, and sponsored. Now it is time for me to head to
Branson and get ready for the next one in September of 2022.
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A Love Affair with Al’s Goldfish
Kenneth L. Kieser

I

lived by a Northwest Missouri lake in the 1960’s
and fished with my buddies for trout from early
spring to late fall. Dad and I stopped at a local
hardware store a few days before the 1965 opener.
In those days’ hardware and often drug stores sold
fishing equipment. I noticed a card propped up with
about 20 shiny gold and silver trout spoons.!
The store
owner noticed my
interest and said,
“These are the only
spoons to use for
trout.” !
Dad rolled
his eyes knowing I
was suckered in, but
he bought my first
gold-plated Al’s
Goldfish for $1.25,
more than we paid for
a pound of steak in
those days. !
During our
drive home I turned
the spoon over in my
fingers, admiring the shiny gold plating. The lure
was shaped like a streamlined fish, a big difference
from others shaped like the business end of a spoon.!
Back home I called for a fishing buddies
meeting. They all took turns studying my Al’s Goldfish, but claimed it would not beat their favorite
spoons or spinners. Soon a bet was made on who
would limit out first for ten “Sgt. Fury and the
Howling Commandos” comic books, a gutsy bet
considering I had no idea if this flashy lure would
actually catch trout.!
Opening day arrived and I proudly carried
my Zebco 33 and fiberglass rod with the Al’s Goldfish securely tied on ten-pound test line by an improved cinch knot an old man taught me. I stepped
out on a dock, cast and was surprised by deep twists
resembling dancing teenage girls, or at least that’s
what my older cousin told me with plenty of detail
after attending his first high school dance.!
My next cast was rewarded halfway back to the dock
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by a solid hit, a three-pound rainbow trout. I caught
my second trout four casts later and limited out. My
disgusted buddies, nary a strike.!
Comic books secured; I was quickly beseeched by the gang to borrow my precious Al’s
Goldfish. I handed over the lure and watched in horror when a fishing buddy hung it up on a submerged
crappie bed, gone
forever. I bugged my
dad until he bought
me a couple more
with the promise of
extra work on our
farm.!
My lost lure was
eventually replaced
by my friend and the
gold spoons held a
prominent top-shelf
spot in my tacklebox.
Then it became like
being wealthy and
protecting your money when everybody
wanted it. I had to
watch my friends
while fishing to make sure they didn’t swipe my
shiny spoons--and they tried.!
Years passed and I finally lost my last Al’s
Goldfish. By then hardware or drug stores no longer
sold any kind of fishing lures and local chain stores
did not stock this cherished trout spoon. My favorite
trout lures were gone forever.!
I attended the Association of Great Lake’s
Outdoor Writers conference in 2018 and was
shocked to find a company with an Al’s Goldfish
display. Owners Jeff and Mandy DeBuigne must
have thought I was somewhat insane while studying
their display with bugged-out eyes, a bit of drooling
and incoherent blubbering’s of my affection for this
long-lost treasure with its amazing history.!
Al Stuart first manufactured Al’s Goldfish in
1952, originally calling it Stuarts Goldfish. Field &
(Continued next page…)
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A Love Affair with Al’s Goldfish (Continued)
Stream Magazine labeled Al’s Goldfish as one of the
50 top lures of all time. A million were sold annually
through 1973. Top professional fishermen like Gadabout Gaddis spoke highly of Al’s Goldfish on his
syndicated television show. Then one day this classic lure disappeared, at least for Midwestern anglers.!
The DeBuigne family decided to reintroduce Al’s
Goldfish, apparently never dreaming that an old,
crazed angler of yore would be excited like a kid at
Christmas--and for good reason.!
The Goldfish spoons send out a natural vibration that fish feel, a feature in many of our modern lures. The bright, shiny plating twisting in the
water produces plenty of attraction. Some fish likely
make reaction strikes when this shiny lure passes.
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Others may see the flash of a baitfish and attack
when a moderate speed retrieve is used or perhaps a
presentation with darting rod-tip sweeps making the
spoon flutter and sink.!
The Debuignes’ likely felt sorry for this pitiful old scribe and named their biggest lure kits after
me, “Kenny’s Christmas Kit,” a very nice honor that
includes my signature on the plastic box.!
Two of my four fishing friends and dad are
gone now, but I’d love for them to know about my
association with Al’s Goldfish. I wish they were still
here to swipe more from my tacklebox.
Learn more about this legendary lure, Check
their website at: www.alsgoldfish.com.
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Reminds Trappers And Hunters Of
Furbearer Tagging And Registration Changes - The Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) reminds trappers and hunters
pursuing river otter, fisher and bobcat of the changes to tagging and
registration requirements for the
2021-22 trapping and bobcat hunting
season starting Saturday, Oct. 16.
The DNR has eliminated
the fisher pelt tag requirement and
replaced it with a digital harvest authorization. There will no longer be a
physical pelt tag mailed to individuals who are successful in the annual
drawing for fisher.
The requirement for successful fisher and river otter trappers to meet in
person with a warden or approved
DNR staff to have the pelt certified
has also been eliminated. Moving
forward, registration for these two
species will be done entirely through
GameReg and must be completed
by 5 p.m. the day after the animal is
recovered.
Following registration, federally-required Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) tags for otter
will be sent to the trapper’s home
address. The trapper must immediately attach the CITES tag to the pelt
to certify the otter was harvested
legally. For fisher, pelts no longer are
required to be sealed with a metal
registration tag.
The recent changes for
fisher and river otter do not change
the tagging requirements for
bobcat. Hunters and trappers who
successfully draw a bobcat permit
will still receive a physical permit.
Bobcat hunters and trappers must meet in person with a
warden or other approved DNR staff
within seven days after the month of
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harvest to have the pelt tagged. Collection of fisher and river otter samples from harvested animals will
continue in a new format.
Contact: Shawn Rossler,
shawn.rossler@wisconsin.gov.
Michigan - ‘Every Kid Outdoors'
grant program announced Lack of transportation is one of the
biggest barriers to connecting young
people with the outdoors, and the
National Park Trust and U.S.D.A.
Forest Service are teaming up to
lend a hand. The Every Kid Outdoors Transportation Grants Program is now available to help get
elementary-aged kids into fields and
forests.
This grant program
supports the national Every Kid
Outdoors initiative with the goal of
ensuring that every child in the
United States, by the age of 11, has
the opportunity to visit public lands
and waters. It's intended to establish
a lifelong connection to enjoy and
protect our American outdoor
heritage.
Learn more details at:
www.cybergrants.com.
A similar program in
Michigan, Wheels to Woods, also
focuses on helping get kids outdoors
to explore nature.
IRAP Accepting Applications for
2021 Waterfowl and Upland Game
Hunting Opportunities - The Illinois
Department of Natural Resources
(IDNR) today announced it is now
accepting applications for 2021 Waterfowl and Upland Game hunting
opportunities this fall on private land
through the Illinois Recreational Access Program (IRAP).
The IDNR has leased nearly 1,200 acres of private land specif-

ically for waterfowl and upland game
hunting. Hunters have the choice of
nine public access waterfowl sites in
three counties and seven public access upland game hunting sites in
five counties. Sites will accommodate up to four hunters each and are
available at no cost to the participants.
Applications for IRAP Waterfowl opportunities are due four
weeks prior to the hunting period
selected by applicants. Waterfowl
hunters will have access to the sites
for five consecutive days during one
of the twelve 2021 IRAP fall hunting
periods:
Applications for IRAP Upland Game opportunities are due at
5:00 p.m. on Nov. 1, 2021.
All hunters must have completed an
IDNR-approved Hunter Education
Course (if born in 1980 or after), and
must have acquired an Illinois hunting license and HIP certification as
well as a habitat stamp for upland
game hunting or a state waterfowl
stamp and a federal waterfowl stamp
for waterfowl huntingApplications for
Fall 2021
IRAP Waterfowl hunting sites can be
found online at: https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/conservation/IRAP/
Pages/Waterfowl-Hunting.aspx. Applications for Fall 2021 IRAP Upland
Game hunting sites can be found
online at: https://www2.illinois.gov/
dnr/conservation/IRAP/Pages/UplandGameHunting.aspx
For more information:
https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/conservation/IRAP/Pages/default.aspx; or e-mail DNR.IRAP@Illinois.gov. Contact: dnr.pio@Illinois.gov.
(Continued next page…)
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Wisconsin 2020-21 Wildlife Survey Results Now Available - The
wildlife reports are divided into surveys addressing five species groups,
including small game, big game,
waterfowl, furbearers and nongame.
The wildlife surveys are conducted
throughout 2020-2021 by DNR staff
and dedicated volunteers. The
DNR’s wildlife program managers
use the survey results to help make
decisions on species management.
Results from these reports
will be used by wildlife program
managers to inform them on harvest,
participation and hunter efforts and
opinions to help them make decisions on species management.
These reports were made
possible through federal funding
authorized by the Wildlife Restoration Act commonly known as the
Pittman-Robertson Act.
For more information:
https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/topic/
WildlifeHabitat/reports.html; Contact: Brian Dhuey:
Brian.Dhuey@wisconsin.gov or
Jessica Rhees Lohr: Jessica.ReesLohr@wisconsin.gov.
MN DNR certifies new catch-andrelease state record northern pike
and tie for muskie - Anglers over
the summer caught and released a
new Minnesota state record northern
pike and tied the record for muskellunge.
The Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources certified the
state catch-and-release record
northern pike, a 46 1/4 inch fish
caught June 19 on Basswood Lake
by Brecken Kobylecky, a 15-year-old
from Geneva, Illinois. The previous
record was a 45 1/4 inch northern
pike caught on the Rainy River in
2018.
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Indiana DNR Plans To Stock
67,000 Channel Catfish This Fall DNR will stock more than 130 public
fishing sites across Indiana with approximately 67,000 channel catfish.!
State fish hatcheries will
begin harvesting channel catfish
Sept. 27 and plan to stock them by
Nov. 15. These lake and reservoir
stockings occur annually or every
other year, depending on the number of catfish produced at the state
hatcheries and the requests from
DNR fisheries management staff.!
The catfish stocked will be
8-10 inches in length with some in
the 12-14-inch size range. With
careful handling and transport, most
newly stocked catfish quickly acclimate to their new environment and
offer immediate opportunities to interested anglers. !
The bag limit for channel
catfish is 10 per day, and there is no
minimum size limit. Review channel
catfish regulations at https://bit.ly/
3hALk96.!
Learn more about catfish
fishing at wildlife.IN.gov/fishing/
catfish-fishing. For this year’s fall
channel catfish stocking locations,
numbers and requested sizes,
please visit: wildlife.IN.gov/fishing/
indiana-fish-stocking. To view all
DNR news releases, please
see dnr.IN.gov.

Illinois Department of Public

Health Warns Hunters About
Tickborne Illness As hunting season opens, the Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH)
wants to remind hunters to take precautions against tick bites to prevent
contracting diseases they may carry,
like Lyme disease. Other tickborne
diseases include Rocky Mountain
Spotted Fever, Tularemia, Ehrlichiosis, and Babesiosis. While most

tickborne infections are reported
during the summer, ticks are still
active when temperatures are above
freezing.
To avoid tick bites, hunters
can take precautions before, during,
and after hunting.
Before Hunting
•
Treat boots, clothing, and
camping gear with products
containing 0.5% permethrin,
•
Use Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-Registered Insect Repellents
containing DEET, picaridin,
IR3535, oil of lemon eucalyptus (OLE), para-menthane-diol (PMD), or 2-undecanone.
•
Treat dogs regularly with
tick prevention products
recommended by your veterinarian.
During Hunting
•
Tuck your pants into your
boots or socks and tuck
your shirt into your pants to
prevent ticks from crawling
inside clothing.
•
Walk in the center of trails
to avoid brushing up
against vegetation with
ticks.
•
Wear gloves when dressing
or butchering game and
wash hands thoroughly
afterwards. People can
become exposed while
handling infected animal
tissue to diseases such as
brucellosis, tularemia, and
rabies.
After Hunting
•
Shower immediately after
being outdoors to help remove unattached ticks.
•
Perform a full body check
to look for ticks.
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Check dogs for ticks after
returning home. The most
common location for ticks
on dogs includes the ears,
around the eyes, between
the legs, around the tail,
and between the toes.
•
Remove any attached ticks
using fine-tipped tweezers.
Call your health care provider if you
experience any of the following
symptoms of tick-related illnesses,
which may occur within days to
weeks after being bit by a tick.
•
Fever/chills. All tickborne
diseases can cause fever.
•
Aches and pains. Tickborne
diseases can cause
headache, fatigue, and
muscle aches. People with
Lyme disease may also
have joint pain and
swelling.
•
Rash. Lyme disease,
Southern tick-associated
rash illness (STARI), Rocky
Mountain spotted fever
(RMSF), ehrlichiosis, and
tularemia can cause distinctive rashes.
•

For more information on tick identification and tickborne diseases, visit
the IDPH website. CONTACT:
Melaney Arnold:
melaney.arnold@illinois.gov

New York DEC Announces Oct.
16 Opening of State’s New
Catch-and-Release Season In
Trout Streams - New Season Expands Opportunities for Trout
Stream Fishing Year-Round - New
York State’s new catch-and-release
trout stream season begins on Oct.
16, expanding recreational opportunities.!
The new catch-and-release
trout stream season is a product of
DEC’s Statewide Trout Stream Management Plan, developed to improve
and modernize the State’s management of its trout stream fishing reHORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021

sources. The new season, which
runs from Oct. 1 - March 31, requires anglers to use only artificial
lures and immediately release trout
they catch. The catch-and-release
season applies to trout streams
only. Fishing for trout in lakes and
ponds is prohibited after Oct. 15,
unless these waters are managed
under a special regulation that allows for angling. Anglers should
consult DEC’s regulations guide for
regulations associated with lakes
and ponds that harbor trout before
fishing.!
This time period was traditionally closed to trout stream fishing
as a precautionary measure during
the reproductive period for wild trout.
DEC biologists concluded that fishing during the spawning season will
not result in negative fishery impacts.
Anglers venturing to inland
trout streams this fall should check
out the DEC’s Interactive Trout
Stream Fishing Map. The map provides anglers with a one-stop-shop
for information about stocking, fishing access, season dates, and regulations.
For more information on
freshwater fishing in New York waters, go to DEC’s Freshwater Fishing
Regulations Guide at https://
w w w. d e c . n y. g o v / o u t d o o r /
7917.html. Anglers interested in receiving information about fishing and
fisheries management in New York
can subscribe to the Fishing Line
Newsletter at https://www.dec.ny.gov/public/65855.html.

Galco's Introduces the MyCloud IWB Accessory! - Using

the same Comfort Cloth™ technology as Galco’s highly successful line
of high-performance Cloud inside
the waistband holsters, the new My-

Cloud™ attaches to virtually any
Kydex IWB holster to provide greatly
enhanced comfort!!
The MyCloud’s 6” x 4” contoured pad is made from closed cell
foam with loop on the front. The portion of the pad that rides against the
wearer is lined with Comfor

t
Cloth, an Adaptive Performance
Mesh™ that provides padding and
moisture-wicking. Five circular, adhesive hook fasteners are provided.
Simply adhere the hook circles to
any Kydex IWB holster and position
the holster on the contoured pad,
and increase IWB carry comfort.
Media Contact: Mike
Barham: mikeb@galcoholsters.com

Anglers’ Best Tournament Bag
Makes Live Fish Transport Safe
& Easy - The Anglers’ Best Tour-

nament Fishing Bag measures
24x20 inches and is both leak proof
and puncture resistant. The durable
PVC coating and strong nylon handles are great for safely and securely carrying a heavy load. It also has
a convenient ruler screen printed on
the reverse side so you can reconfirm that your catch meets tournament minimum standards. And how
about this? Before being used to !
transport fish, the bag can also be
used as a stop-gap cooler.
Designed by the makers of
the popular Lazy Joe patented-designed tackle box and accessory
holder that fits around your boat seat
pedestal that keeps your baits and
accessories within reach without
having to leave your seat or trolling
motor, at the end of the day, the Anglers’ Best Tournament Fishing Bag
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is easy to clean up with a little soap
and water.
For additional information:
www.anglersbest.com.
Contact: Karen Lutto:
karen@hunteroc.com; HOC Website: www.hunteroc.com

Spypoint App Now Includes
Map and Weather Functions -

SPYPOINT, the cellular trail camera
leader, announces today the integrations of maps and weather to its
mobile app.

The addition of maps and
weather puts your entire hunt in the
palm of your hand - a multi-camera
management app for hunter with an
easy-to-use interface to manage all
your cameras and photos - a complete hunting and scouting tool.
Maps and weather are the next evolution of all that SPYPOINT can do.
With the mapping function,
GPS-enabled SPYPOINT cameras
are automatically dropped into the
user’s map. SPYPOINT users are
also able to manually drop a SPYPOINT camera pin and select a
camera from their camera list. When
the camera marker is tapped on the
map, information from the cameras
tab is visible without navigating away
from the maps tab. That means the
status, photos, plans, and settings
for that camera are also available
without leaving the maps tab.
Camera markers for nonSPYPOINT camera are an option as
well, but will not have the same level
of information sharing that a SPYPOINT camera would.
HORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021

There are 24 other markers
for things like stands, blinds, and
feeders, to the location of a shot,
blood trails, scrapes, rubs and more.
Each marker has a custom field for
details so hunters can keep all their
scouting notes in one place.
The addition of weather lets
the hunter get the current conditions
and forecast for their area, without
leaving the SPYPOINT app. Conditions can change rapidly in the field,
and while SPYPOINT users are
keeping an eye on their cameras
and studying their hunt plan, they
can keep an eye to the weather as
well.
If you aren’t already a user,
and want to see what the app is like,
download and log in to the SPYPOINT demo account. Login:
demo@spypoint.com; Password:
123456. SPYPOINT: products and
technology visit www.spypoint.com. Contact: Trent Marsh:
tmarsh@spypoint.com

items are sold separately.!
In addition to the new
Country Blend, Hi Mountain Seasonings offers breakfast sausage seasonings in Hunter’s Blend, Prairie
Sage, Chorizo Blend, Country
Maple, Original Mountain Man Blend
and Sweet Italian flavors. Website:

www.himtnjerky.com., Contact:
Karen Lutto: karen@hunteroc.com; www.hunteroc.com

Hi Mountain Seasonings Introduces Its New Country Style
Breakfast Sausage - W i t h a

hint of sage, a bit of maple, the new
Hi Mountain Seasonings’ Country

Style sausage has the perfect blend
of spices to satisfy your breakfast
cravings. The new Country Style can
be mixed with fresh ground pork, or
any combination of pork, and beef or
venison for an amazing breakfast
addition.!
The kit comes with seasoning for 24 lbs. of meat. A sausage
stuffer and casings are required to
create sausage links, and these
10
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Diversity is essential for the conservation movement

D

BY KEN PERROTTE (Reprinted with permission/Appeared originally in the Fredericksburg Free Lance-Star)

iversifying the face of the outdoors when it
comes to conservation was the thrust of a keynote speech delivered last week by Rebecca
Humphries, the National Wild Turkey Federation’s chief executive officer, to the annual conference of the Association of Great Lakes Outdoor
Writers.
Humphries told the assembled outdoors media, and
hunting and fishing industry partners gathered in
Gaylord, Mich,: “For us to be more sustainable, we
have to be more diverse.”
Humphries is a longtime conservation leader who
capped her 32 years of service with Michigan’s Department of Natural Resources by serving as its director for seven years. Before joining NWTF, she
was Ducks Unlimited’s director of operations in the
Great Lakes/Atlantic Region.
Humphries highlighted some of America’s most
iconic conservationists: Teddy Roosevelt, John Muir,
Aldo Leopold and Gifford Pinchot. Overlooked,
though, in the greater conservation story are other
icons, women such as Sarah Platt-Decker, Leila Pinchot, Mira Lloyd Dodd, Lydia Phillips and others
who energized movements to protect animal and
bird species from overharvest and to restore America’s natural resources and forests.
“Man, the maker, had left it to woman, the money
saver, to preserve the resources—and placed women
squarely in the conservation movement,” Humphries
said before outlining the dawn of “The General Federation of Women’s Clubs,” founded in 1890 with
chapters in every state.
“They selected women knowledgeable on forestry
issues in each state to lead forestry committees.
These committees led efforts to reduce paper waste,
pick up trash and beautify communities by planting
trees and shrubs. These groups had enormous impacts on both state and national conservation
efforts,” Humphries said.
In the late 1800s and early 1900s, women were at
the vanguard across state and federal efforts to
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protect watersheds, establish forest reserves and
even ban the practice of using ornamental bird
feathers on fancy hats of the era.
“The first Audubon Societies were started in 1886
and grew to 30,000 members in six months,”
Humphries said, noting that women made up more
than half the membership by 1915.
Science Silences
As new institutions, grounded in scientific endeavor,
moved to the fore of natural resources management,
women’s roles in the greater conservation story were
mostly silenced. Science was, after all, a male-dominated field.
“At the 1913 Conservation Congress, only one
woman spoke, and she was from the Red Cross.
Many of the early woman leaders were not invited to
forums on conservation and conservation grew into a
male occupation and advocation,” Humphries said.
Humphries graduated with a bachelor’s of science
degree in wildlife from Michigan State University.
There were only four women in her class of 400.
Surveys of university programs show women now
comprise more than 50 percent of the graduates in
fields such as fisheries, wildlife, zoology and
forestry.
“Even when I was a kid, I was told to consider a different profession,” Humphries said. “Luckily I had
people in my life to encourage me to pursue natural
resource conservation.”
A week prior to her AGLOW address, she met with
CEOs of several new conservation organizations,
including Outdoor Afro, Hunters of Color, the Minority Outdoor Alliance and the Hispanic Access
Foundation.
“During our time together, we had an opportunity to
discuss their efforts to forge new entry points into
the lifestyles of hunting, fishing and outdoor recreation for nonwhite Americans,” Humphries said.
“The landscape is changing and so are the
(Continued on next page…)
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Diversity…

people. If we are going to ensure that these resources
endowed to all of us as Americans are conserved and
managed, the face of the people who conserve and
revere them needs to be more representative of what
America looks like.

“We have to be inclusive

of people of all
races and backgrounds.”
Evolving Viewpoints
Humphries explained that her generation talked
about recreational or sport hunting specifically to
differentiate it from market hunting. Today, though,
hunting for sport or recreation is not well supported
among the public, she noted. Hunting for healthy,
sustainable food, however, is well accepted.
“In fact, our American public now supports regulated hunting for food at a much higher rate than just
20 years ago,” Humphries said.
Females continue to be the largest growth segment
in both the hunting and angling worlds. Humphries
applauds the evolution of the outdoor recreation industry away from the “shrink it and pink it”
women’s products of the recent past. She notes that
several companies now make technical clothing and
gear for women and are increasing their marketing
to nonwhite hunters.
“While we have talked for well over a decade on the
need to bring in a younger, more diverse population
of hunters, many companies and organizations still
cater almost exclusively to the older white male,”
Humphries said.
Nonwhite hunters account for only 4 percent of the
hunting population, but their numbers are growing,
she said, adding, “Learning about their heritage in
conservation is extremely important to them.”
About NWTF & AGLOW
The NWTF, one of the nation’s foremost conservation organizations, was founded in Fredericksburg in
1973, dedicated to increasing wild turkey populations nationwide. Founded in 1956, AGLOW has
some 400 members from 36 states and two Canadian
provinces.
HORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021
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A Magic Journey: Viewing Elk

T

he Pigeon River Country State Forest, consisting of 110,000 acres, spread over three counties in the state, is located at Gaylord, Michigan. It is a tourist destination where visitors can view elk in their natural habitat!
“Elk viewing is one of the most popular area
activities,” according to Kristie Walcott, Director of
Marketing & Communications with the Gaylord
Area Convention & Tourism Bureau. The Gaylord
CVB even has an elk viewing page on the tourism
bureau’s website.!
“Four staff members take care of the elk and
the herd is overseen by a licensed veterinarian that
provides medical care on an “as needed basis,” stated Alan Zielenski, Supervisor, Department of Public
Works, City of Gaylord. I was spellbound as the
very slow drive began in the fenced in area.!
As the tour began my mind traveled back in
time to an earlier era. I found myself in the late
1800s traveling in a covered wagon, pulled by a
team of horses on the frontier. I reminisced how my
great, great, grandparents might have lived.!
“In the late 1800s there was a business called
Project Nature that housed a variety of wildlife, including elk. When Project Nature closed in
“The horse drawn carriage…
whisks guests “over the river
and through the woods,”
to the resort’s elk preserve. . .”
the early 90s, the elk were moved to their location
on city property. This also makes our Elks Lodge,
the only ‘Live” Elks Lodge in the nation,” added
Zielenski.!
We did not want to spook the elk lying within the
area. Many elk were lying along the fence line, under the cover of shade from the sun. Photos captured the many majestic elk; in this case a picture
was worth a thousand words.!
I felt like I was traveling back to an earlier era, in
wild Michigan when the land was unspoiled. It was
a time of settlers within small hamlets, forging out a
HORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021

life in the wilderness for their families.!
What is the history behind the current elk herd?!
Elk were extinct in Michigan during the 1800s.
In 1918 seven Mountain Rocky Elk were relocated
to Gaylord, Michigan from the Western United
States. The herd grew to 1,500 elk in the early
1960s, dropping down to 200 elk in the mid-1970s,
due to poaching and reduced habitat quality.!
"
Over the past 40 years, public and private
elk wildlife management has contributed to the success of the current population. The Michigan Department of Natural Resources has been a vital part
of the rehabilitation of the elk herd. The habitat
consists of open and natural forested areas. The unspoiled surroundings are the result of cutting timber,
planting crops and controlled burns.!
Gaylord has a City Elk Park allowing visitors to
view the elk from their cars. Currently in the park
there are 30 bulls and 10 cows, in a 108-acre fenced
in area. Feed for the elk consists of 4 round bales of
hay each week along with sugar beets, corn and vitamins.!
The older bulls fight for dominance and the opportunity to breed the cows.!
“One time two bulls were fighting, while a smaller bull went to service a cow,” added Zielenski.!
Observation details including maps with directions are available at the Gaylord Information Center.
An additional elk viewing experience is
available at Thunder Bay Resort located at Hillman,
Michigan.!
“People started requesting information on elk
13
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viewing opportunities. In addition, we offer a wagon or sleigh ride through the forest, arriving at a log
cabin where a gourmet meal is provided to our
guests,” cooked on 125-year-old cook stoves, added
Jack Matthias at Thunder Bay Resort.!
This unique outdoor opportunity has become so
popular that making reservations ahead of time is
recommended.!
Thunder Bay Resort has been recognized as “one
of America’s Best Attractions! The award-winning
elk viewing, horse-drawn sleigh or carriage ride,
gourmet dinner and wine tasting event is ‘a real fairy
tale’ and was declared by USA Today and Fox News
Online as ‘a Top Ten’ event!!
The horse drawn carriage or sleigh ride whisks
guests “over the river and through the woods,” to the
resorts elk preserve to view Rocky Mountain Elk in
their natural habitat.!
At the Elk Antler Cabin a warm fire awaits with a

HORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021

gourmet dinner including a pear & apple dumpling.
shrimp cocktail, homemade chicken noodle soup, a
sweet Napa salad & croissant, crown roast of pork
with roasted skinned potatoes and a white chocolate
mousse filled with pizzelles with fresh raspberries.!
“Elk viewing dinner rides are now part of destination weddings, holiday parties, and murder mystery weekends. With 5 carriages or sleighs, the capacity for the experience is 104 guests,” added
Matthias.!
This year Thunder Bay Resort celebrates its 30th
year anniversary. Over 120,00 folks have experienced the magic of an elk bugle and a gourmet meal!!
“Gaylord is known as a four-season outdoor
recreation area offering boating, fishing, hunting,
swimming, kayaking, rafting, hiking, biking and golf
during the summer months,” concluded Zielenski.!
For More Information: Gaylord Information Center: www.gaylordmichigan.net
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to help drive traffic to your site. A few very distinct
things that social media does includes: Allowing
More People To Know About Your Blog (and when
it updates) / Adding Social Cues / Develops Leads to!
More Backlinks /Allows for a Better Return Rate.!
5. IMPROVE OLD CONTENT!
Sometimes the BEST thing you can do is
simply go over old content and improve it. A few
things you can do to a post to improve it (and see
better SEO results) include: aking it 1,000 words or
more /Embedding a video to improve time spent on
page / Fix grammatical and spelling errors / Improve
paragraph spacing and headlines / Interlink additional posts / Add high quality photos (make sure they
are compressed).!
GOOGLE LIKES LONG, QUALITY CONTENT!
For most people, quality will go a lot farther
than quantity. In fact, creating the content is the very
beginning of what needs to be done to build up your
traffic and rank on Google.!
That’s why it’s important to focus on simple,
easy to implement details that will boost your results.!

Super Simple SEO Tips (Gain More
Traffic With Google - Nicole Stone!
!

The process of gaining Google traffic,
through SEO, isn’t nearly as challenging as people
make it out to be. Here are five small, simple things
that require little effort and can help you rank quickly:!
1. COMPRESS PHOTOS!
Photo size heavily affects your website
speed which is a huge factor in Google SEO success.
It affects your audience’s experience and influences
the Google crawler (who runs your page for functionality).!
You can reduce file size in numerous ways,
including: Website compressors; Your computer’s
built-in photo editor; Converting png files to jpegs.!
There really isn’t a “right size” to compress
photos to. In general, reducing files below 500 KB is
ideal whenever possible - just be sure not to overly
compromise image quality.!
2. EMBED KEYWORDS!
There are several free keyword research
tools that can help you determine which words you
can rank for and then write a blog topic on it. If you
already have the content written, determine what
your subject keyword is and find out which keyword
phrases fit. For example, if you write an article
about Instagram, find keyword phrases with Instagram long-tail phrase.!
Once you know which phrases to use, embed them in these key places: Headings / URL /
Title /Alt. Text /and within a few paragraphs.!
3. ADD ALT TEXT TO PHOTOS!
Alt text is really just a description of a photo
that search engines use to identify its content making
it crucial for ranking on Google. You’re literally
telling Google what your photos are about (and also
telling people who can’t load images what they’re
supposed to be about). !
Adding alt text is simple. In Wordpress, all
you have to do is click on a photo in the media library (where you grab photos for your website) and
edit the “alt text” section."
4. PUSH CONTENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
Social media is a must for any marketing
strategy. It’s not just there for brand awareness, but
HORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021

!
"

The Secret WayTo Explode Your !
Traffic With Facebook - Nicole Stone!

There’s only one way you can build sustainable
traffic, online relationships, and continually promote your
business without ever paying a dime and that’s through
Facebook groups.!
Facebook groups are communities of people
who join up for a similar purpose. For bloggers, they
exist for support, collaborations, and reciprocal
promotion. For content creators they can simply be a
platform to share latest creations. Some groups have
tens of thousands of members and if even a small
portion promote each other’s products, everybody
wins.
(Continued on next page…)!
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Utilizing the RIGHT groups can be a serious game
changer and HERE’S WHY:!
- They push promotions!
- They hold competitions to drive traffic!
- They share Pinterest profiles and pins!
- They share unique strategies!
- Members can serve as mentors!
- They’re an easy way to gain friends!

MANAGEABLE NUMBERS!
Having hundreds of members can be a huge benefit
but thousands can be detrimental. If there’s too much
engagement your content can easily get lost in the
noise. Boards with no more than a thousand are best
and often those with only a few hundred perform
even better. !
THE RIGHT GROUPS DRIVE TRAFFIC!
Facebook groups can be a real game changer
and can help you find your "tribe", learn from others, and promote your site. Just remember to find the
right ones and keep in mind that your involvement
can require tremendous time. Limit yourself to just a
small handful and contribute regularly.!

!
WHAT TO LOOK FOR!
Facebook groups are not created equal!
Joining the wrong groups can wreak havoc on your
productivity and even waste your time. Here’s a
checklist of what to look for so you choose groups
that are actually worth your time.!
HIGHLY MODERATED!
When groups aren't moderated, it ends up being useless chaos. Essentially, everyone promotes and nobody contributes, which means a waste of time for
everyone. Well-moderated boards keep everyone
accountable and contributing to each other's work.
Which means more page views, social media promotions, and comments for everyone.!
SET SCHEDULE!
When the moderator keeps a set schedule, it makes it
easier to continuously contribute. For example, they
may hold a blog post promotion on Tuesday and a
Twitter promotion Friday. Perhaps the blog post
promotion is valuable to you, so you contribute
those days. If you don't have Twitter, you don't have
to waste time participating in that event. Without a
schedule, you’ll miss important promotions and
waste time playing catch-up and, if posts are too old,
participating can be useless.!
OLD COMPETITIONS!
Friendly competitions seem to really increase group
participation. The reward? Recognition and traffic,
and it works! Competitions often lead to a jump in
page views or social following.!
PARTICIPATION IS PRACTICAL!
Groups that require you to comment on 125 posts
are a waste of time. Many will allow you to contribute, as long as you contribute to everyone else's
content, which is completely impractical.
Find
groups that only require you to "repost 5 times" or
that simply trust you to participate.!
HORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021
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‘Recast and Recycle’ Contest
Winners Announced -

BoatUS Foundation and Berkley Celebrate
Breakthrough Concepts in
Fishing Line and Soft Bait Recycling:
Recycling old fishing line and soft baits into
new products is labor-intensive, inefficient and simply, for many anglers, not easy to do. Three BoatUS
Foundation and Berkley Recast and Recycle Contest
winners– a recent college grad, an outsdoorsman and
3D printing hobbyist, and a team of four college
friends also took home a total of $30,000 in prize
money donated by the 501(c)(3) nonprofit and the
fishing products manufacturer.
First Prize - Savannah College of Art and Design
graduate Abigail Askew designed her own survey to
query anglers on what prevented them from recycling line and baits. “Anglers want to do what’s best
for the environment, but I found they don’t always
know how to or have a way to recycle,” said Askew.
Recycling accessibility became her contest entry’s
primary goal.
Askew’s “Berkley Recycling Machine”
brings line and bait recycling out into the open, instead of throwing discarded line into a beat-up cardboard box under the counter at your local retailer.
The injection-molding machine also has appeal for
kids, who, while watching discarded soft baits get a
second life, also learn the importance of keeping our
waters clean. Machines could be located in retailers
and at launch sites, becoming a popular novelty.

chances of snagging wildlife. This recycling solution
can also be incorporated into existing packaging and
turned into pellets to create new spools, offering
benefits to manufacturers.
Third Prize - A team of Product Design Innovation
students from Western Michigan University, took
third place with their “Hook Bait” app. By scanning
a QR code at recycling centers, the app records what
you recycle and gives rewards − eco-friendly fishing
supplies based on the individual fishing style − for
reaching milestones. These incentives could include
hip waders or water shoes made from the recycled
fishing materials.
The app also offers the ability to track your
recycling progress, includes a map to see what
friends are catching, offers a journal to save photos
of fish caught and important fishing information
such as lures and location, and makes it easy to post
on social media.
The BoatUS Foundation and Berkley hope
to raise awareness of these prizewinning concepts to
help support further research and development. A
video of the winning entries and more can be found
at the Recast and Recycle website, BoatUS.org/Contest.
Contact: Scott Croft - <SCroft@BoatUS.com>

Second Prize - Eric Vaughn’s prototype “Integrated
Line De-Spooler” better answers the question of
what to do with old fishing line when re-spooling
with new line. Vaughn’s innovative engineering solution inserts a new, smaller spool, used to take up
old line that has had hooks removed, into a standard
line spool, essentially “nesting” the spools in the
existing empty space found inside spools sold at retailers today.
This allows anglers to quickly and efficiently manage the despool/respool process. Once the old
line is removed and stored on the small spool by
way of a special chuck (included) and electric drill,
it’s snapped neatly back into the standard size spool
where the new line awaits easy spooling to your reel
– functioning the same as it does normally.
Locking in the old line on the small spool
also makes it easier to recycle and reduces the
HORIZONS - OCTOBER, 2021
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